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(57) ABSTRACT 

A microprocessor for processing a large quantity of graphics 
data. The microprocessor independent of a CPU has two 
ports, and performs an instruction fetch and a data acceSS or 
a memory access Simultaneously to two memories mounted 
on Separate buses. Agraphics processing apparatus provided 
by the microprocessor transferS graphics data between a 
System memory and a frame memory at high Speeds. 
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MICROPROCESSOR, AND GRAPHICS 
PROCESSINGAPPARATUS AND METHOD USING 

THE SAME 

0001. The present application is a continuation of appli 
cation Ser. No. 09/414945, filed Oct. 8, 1999; which is a 
continuation of application Ser. No. 07/511,778, filed Apr. 
20, 1990, now U.S. Pat. No. 6,229,543, the contents of 
which are incorporated herein by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 This invention relates to a microprocessor Suitable 
for performing graphics processes, and more particularly to 
graphics processing apparatus and method using the micro 
processor and Suitable for transferring graphics data between 
memories on Separate buses. 
0003) A conventional microprocessor system having two 
Sets of buses, each Set for address, data and control Signals, 
is exemplified by Harvard Architecture. This conventional 
System is designed So as to avoid any contention between an 
instruction fetch and a data access by Separating an instruc 
tion bus and a data bus. 

0004. Also, LSIs for graphics process are exemplified by 
a bit map control processor (BMCP) discussed in Toshiba 
Review 43th volume, 12th issue (1988), pages 932-935. This 
BMCP has an 8-bit data bus, as a system bus to which a CPU 
and a System memory are connected, and a 64-bit local 
memory data bus and a 24-bit address bus independently of 
the data bus, the address bus and local memory data bus 
access 8-plane local memories (image memories). Further, 
with an address latched, the BMCP can access the system 
memory. 

0005. In the Harvard Architecture, the instruction bus and 
the data bus are dedicated; the Harvard Architecture is 
totally Silent about the concept of using two Sets of buses in 
data access, Such as in graphics transfer between a System 
memory and a frame memory which transfer is performed 
most frequently among various procedures of the graphics 
processing. 

0006. The BMCP may use two sets of buses in data 
access, but has only a single address bus, it is unclear from 
Toshiba Review that two memories can be simultaneously 
accessed. 

0007 Further, in executing a so-called read/modify/write 
instruction frequently used for graphics processing in which 
data in a memory address is read and processed and is then 
written back to the same address, conventional general 
microprocessors have the following problems. 

0008 First of all, in CISC (Complex Instruction Set 
Computer) type general processors, although a single 
instruction is capable of describing a read/modify/write 
operation with memory addresses designated for a Source 
operand and a destination operand of the operation instruc 
tion, the length of instruction is necessarily long. Also, it is 
not clear if it is possible to make the execution without 
interposing a wait cycle between a read cycle and a write 
cycle. 
0009. In some of exclusive processors for graphics pro 
ceSS, though a read/modify/write instruction can be executed 
in two Successive memory cycles, its modifying function is 
limited. 
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0010. In RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computer) type 
processors, instructions are basically of a fixed length, and 
operands accessible to a memory are allowed to be desig 
nated only for a load instruction and a store instruction. 
Thus, execution of a read/modify/write operation requires 
three instructions, i.e., load, operation and Store instructions, 
failing to execute the load and Store instructions in two 
Successive memory cycles. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0011. It is therefore an object of this invention to enable 
a high-speed transfer of graphics data between two memo 
ries, as accessed Simultaneously to the memories on Separate 
buses, in a graphics processing apparatus for processing a 
large quantity of graphics data. 

0012 Another object of the invention is to enable the 
execution of a read/modify/write operation very popular in 
graphics processing, without interposing a null cycle 
between a read cycle and a write cycle, in a processor of 
RISC-type. 

0013. According to a first aspect of this invention, a 
graphics processing apparatus includes a CPU and a System 
memory, each connected to a System bus composed of 
address, data and control buses, a local memory and a frame 
memory, each connected to a local bus composed of address, 
data and control buses, and a graphics processing processor 
having a first port connected to Said System memory, and a 
Second port connected to Said local bus, Said graphics 
processing processor being capable of Simultaneously 
accessing to the System memory and the local or frame 
memory via the first and Second ports, respectively. 
0014. According to a second aspect of the invention, 
another graphics processing apparatus includes a CPU and a 
first memory, each connected to a System bus composed of 
address, data and control buses, a Second memory connected 
to a local bus composed of address, data and control buses, 
and a graphics processing processor having a first port 
connected to the System bus, a Second port connected to the 
local bus, and a plurality of internal registers, wherein the 
graphics processing processor is capable of loading graphics 
data to one of the internal registers from one of Said first and 
Second memories via the corresponding one of the first and 
Second ports and also, in parallel with the loading, capable 
of Storing data to the other one of the first and Second 
memories from another of the internal registers. 
0015 According to a third aspect of the invention, a 
graphics processing method using a graphics processing 
apparatus includes the Steps of Storing a graphics transfer 
program in the System memory or the local memory, and 
also Storing various graphic data in the System memory; 
Writing a leading address of the graphics transfer program 
and a leading address of parameters of the graphic data in the 
system memory or the local memory by the CPU when the 
graphics data in the System memory are transferred to the 
frame memory; and causing the graphics processor, accord 
ing to the graphic transfer program and the parameters, to 
transfer the graphic data on the System memory to the frame 
memory via the first and Second ports. 
0016. According to a fourth aspect of the invention, 
another graphics processing method using a graphics pro 
cessing apparatus includes the Steps of Storing various 
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graphics drawing programs in the System memory or the 
local memory; when drawing the graphics, preparing a work 
list, composed of a leading address of the graphics drawing 
programs and a leading address of parameters of the graphic 
data, in the system memory or the local memory by the CPU; 
and causing the graphics processing processor to read the 
contents of the work list in response to an instruction of the 
CPU and to draw the graphics in the frame memory accord 
ing to the graphics drawing programs and parameters des 
ignated by the work list. 
0.017. According to a fifth aspect of the invention, a 
microprocessor includes a processor unit for decoding and 
executing an instruction; two ports each for transferring 
address, data and control Signals between each of the ports 
and a respective memory; an address buffer Writable from 
the processor unit and readable from the two ports, a data 
buffer which is readable and writable from the two ports and 
from which an instruction may be read by the processor unit; 
and means for controlling an address transfer from the 
address buffer to one of the memories and also a data 
transfer between the data buffer and one of the memories via 
the designated port according to a memory acceSS request 
and a port designating Signal from the processor unit; 
whereby an instruction fetch and a data access can be 
performed with respect to the two memories. 
0.018. According to a sixth aspect of the invention another 
microprocessor includes a processor unit for decoding and 
executing an instruction; two ports each for transferring 
address, data and control Signals between each of the ports 
and a respective memory; two Sets of an address buffer and 
a data buffer, each of the Sets dedicated for a respective one 
of the two ports, means for managing the operation of each 
of the two ports, and means for writing, to a register in Said 
processor unit, data read from the memories, whereby 
accesses can be taken Simultaneously to two memories via 
Said two ports. 
0.019 According to a seventh aspect of the invention, still 
another microprocessor for executing instructions each hav 
ing a fixed length, includes first instruction holding means 
for holding a primary instruction read from a program; 
Second instruction holding means for holding a Sub-instruc 
tion accompanying to the primary instruction; and decoding 
means for decoding the primary instruction and the Sub 
instruction, whereby when the primary instruction is an 
instruction using the Sub-instruction as a result of the 
decoding of the primary instruction, the Sub-instruction held 
by Said Sub-instruction holding means is decoded and 
executed. 

0020. With the arrangement of this invention, the two 
port microprocessor performs the reading, decoding and 
executing of an instruction and the Storing of data, prefer 
ably with pipeline processing. In the case of memory acceSS 
instruction, its proceSS is assigned to a unit dedicated for 
memory access processing, whereupon the two-port micro 
processor executes the next instruction. If the process has 
already assigned to the port, the memory access processing 
unit causes the instruction executing unit to wait executing 
the next instruction, until the port becomes available for use, 
by managing the operation Status of the two ports. Therefore, 
even while one port is in operation, the memory access via 
the other portion can be accepted. 
0021 Partly since two sets of buses of the two-port 
microprocessor are usable for instruction fetch and data 
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access, and partly Since two simultaneous memory accesses 
are possible, the memory accessing efficiency is improved. 
In the case of a graphics processing apparatus in particular, 
it is possible to transfer the graphics data between the System 
memory and the frame memory at high Speed. 

0022. Further, with the read and write instructions being 
located in the program in the memory, and with the opera 
tion proceSS instruction being located in a Sub-instruction 
buffer independent of the ordinary instruction buffer, an 
operation instruction is fetched from the above buffer at a 
timing at which the read data are ready to use, So that the 
operation of the read data is in time for the write cycle, 
enabling a read/modify/write process of the two Successive 
memory cycles. 

0023 Parameters for graphics drawing, rectangular field 
transfer, with a logic operation or the like are not given 
directly from the CPU to the two-port micro-processor, but 
are successively written in the memory by the CPU, and at 
the same time, its leading address is placed in the work list 
in the memory, So that Subsequent graphics processing Such 
as graphics drawing and transfer can all be assigned to the 
two-port microprocessor. Namely, as the graphics proceSS 
ing is started by the CPU, the two-port microprocessor 
executes the designated processes in the work list, Succes 
Sively with reference to the processing program and param 
eters. In the CPU, if a work list is prepared beforehand for 
a plurality of graphics processes, it is unnecessary to give to 
the two-port microprocessor parameters for each and every 
graphics process, thus minimizing the burden on the CPU. 

0024. The above and other advantages, features and addi 
tional objects of this invention will be manifest to those 
versed in the art upon making reference to the following 
detailed description and the accompanying drawings in 
which Several preferred embodiments incorporating the 
principles of this invention are shown by way of illustrative 
example. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0025 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a graphics processing 
apparatus using a two-port microprocessor according to this 
invention; 

0026 
1; 

FIG. 2 is a memory map of the apparatus of FIG. 

0027 FIG. 3 is a diagram showing internal registers of 
the processor of FIG. 1; 
0028 FIG. 4 is a memory map of commands and pro 
grams of the processor, 

0029 FIG. 5 is a flowchart showing the mode of opera 
tion of the processor, 

0030 FIG. 6 is a block diagram showing the interior of 
the processor; 

0031 FIG. 7 is a block diagram of a port number 
designating circuit in a decoder 1102 in FIG. 6; 

0032 FIG. 8 is a table showing the mode of operation of 
the circuit of FIG. 7; 

0033 FIG. 9 is a block diagram of a register forced 
access executing circuit in the decoder 1102 of FIG. 6; 
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0034 FIG. 10 is a block diagram showing the interior of 
a memory managing unit 1104 in FIG. 6; 
0035 FIGS. 11 through 13 are memory access timing 
diagrams of the processor of FIG. 6; 
0036 FIGS. 14 through 16 are diagrams showing the 
manner in which a read/modify/write instruction is 
executed; 
0037 FIG. 17 is a block diagram showing the concept of 
this invention using a modified buffer; 
0.038 FIG. 18 is a diagram showing the manner in which 
graphics data are transferred from a System memory to a 
frame memory; and 
0039 FIG. 19 is a detailed block diagram showing an 
operation unit in a two-port microprocessor. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

0040. The principles of this invention are particularly 
useful when embodied in a graphics processing apparatus 
(hereinafter called “apparatus”) such as shown in FIG. 1. 
The apparatus of this embodiment is Suitable for use in 
processing a large quantity of graphics data in a personal 
computer (PC), a printer, etc. 
0041. In FIG. 8, reference numeral 8 designates a central 
processing unit (CPU) for controlling the entire apparatus. 
0.042 1 designates a two-port microprocessor for 
instructing a graphics drawing or a graphics display on a 
CRT 6. The microprocessor 1 includes therein a processor 
part 101 for executing a microinstruction, and two ports 102, 
103. 

0.043) 3 designates a local memory for storing a micro 
instruction and data for graphics drawing. 
0044) 4 designates a frame memory for storing graphics 
data. 

0.045) 5 designates a shift circuit for outputting display 
data of a plurality of picture elements or pixels read as the 
microprocessor 1 makes a graphics display access to the 
frame memory 4, to the CRT 6 one pixel by one pixel. 
0046 7 designates a clock generator for generating a 
clock signal for activating the two-port microprocessor 1, 
the local memory 3, the frame memory 4 and the shift circuit 
5. 

0047 10 designates a system memory for storing micro 
instructions and data to be executed by the CPU 8 and also 
for Storing graphics drawing commands and data to be 
processed by the microprocessor 1. 

0.048 11 designates a bus arbitrator for requesting a bus 
for the CPU 8 upon receipt of a request signal, for use of the 
System buS 9, which Signal is outputted by the micropro 
ceSSor 1 before accessing to the System memory 10. Then, 
when a permission for use of the buS has been given, the bus 
arbitrator 11 gives this information to the microprocessor 1. 
0049 12 designates a decoder for decoding an address, 
outputted by the CPU 8, to output to the microprocessor 1 
an interrupt request and a type of interrupt processing when 
the CPU 8 accesses a register in the processor part 102 or 
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when the CPU 8 accesses the local memory 3 or the frame 
memory 4 connected to the local buS 2. 
0050 13 designates a clock generator for outputting a 
clock signal for adjusting the input/output timing of the 
microprocessor 1 to the System buS 9 and for activating the 
CPU 8, the system memory 10 and the bus arbitrator 11. 

0051. The address allocating method for the system, local 
and frame memories of FIG. 1 will now be described with 
reference to FIG. 2. 

0052 The two-port microprocessor divides a self-addres 
Sable memory Space into two halves and then allocates them 
for a first System memory Space 20 and a local memory 
space 40. 

0053 A second system memory space 30 is accessible 
only from the CPU. 301 designates registers built in the 
two-port microprocessor. The registerS 301 are allocated to 
addresses in the memory space of the CPU and is accessible 
from the CPU. In this registers 301, an R0 register and an R1 
register are used for dedicated purpose. 

0054) Specifically, in FIG. 3, the RO register is called a 
control register and Stores information about the operation 
control of the two-port microprocessor. Namely, the most 
Significant bit of the R0 register is called an operation 
control bit; if “0” is stored, the two-port microprocessor is 
in an inoperative State, and if “1” is Stored, it assumes an 
operative State, in which microinstructions are being 
executed. Obit to 23 bit is a field in which a work list address 
may be stored; the work list is a list on which memory 
addresses of a drawing program and a graphics parameter to 
be executed by the two-port microprocessor are described. 
When the two-port microprocessor is to read the work list, 
the R0 register is used as an address register. But the field 
which is effective as an address is only the range of 0 bit to 
23 bits. The R0 register is readable and writable as accessed 
from the CPU or as the instructions are executed by the 
two-port microprocessor. 

0055. The R1 register is called a program counter, and 
Stores the memory address of a microinstruction to be read 
by the two-port microprocessor and increases the value 
automatically upon reading of the instruction. In the R1 
register, 0 bit to 23 bits are effective so that the entire 
memory Space of the two-port microprocessor may be used 
as a program area. 

0056. The graphics drawing method of the apparatus of 
FIG. 1 will now be described. 

0057. In this apparatus, the CPU creates a work list and 
graphics parameters in a memory, and the two-port micro 
processor performs graphics drawing or the like with refer 
ence to this work list and the graphics parameters. 

0058 FIG. 4 shows a memory map of commands and 
programs which are both needed for the two-port micropro 
ceSSor to perform a graphics drawing. 

0059 A work list 10-1 is a command stream or train 
which is to be given to the two-port microprocessor from the 
CPU and which has leading addresses of the memory storing 
the Successive graphics parameters, and also leading 
addresses of the memory Storing the corresponding drawing 
programs, covering the entire graphics to be drawn. 
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0060 10-1-1 designates a leading address of the memory 
in which the parameters of a graphics 'c' are Stored, while 
10-1-2 designates a leading address of the memory in which 
the drawing program of the graphics “c” is Stored. In the 
addresses following the leading address 10-1-2, the param 
eters and program of another graphics are Stored. 10-1-3 
designates a leading address of the parameters of a final 
graphics “h”; and 10-1-4, a leading address of the drawing 
program of the final graphics “h”. 10-1-5 designates a final 
work list, so called “a list end”. The value of the list end may 
be determined optionally. 
0061 10-2 designates the parameters of the graphics “c”; 
the number and Sequence of the parameters correspond to 
the drawing programs of the graphics"c'. 
0.062. Likewise, 10-3 designates the parameters of the 
graphics “h”. 
0063. In the illustrated embodiment, the work list 10-1 
and the graphics parameters 10-2, 10-3 are defined in the 
system memory 10; alternatively they may be defined in the 
local memory 3. 
0064. 3-1 designates a work list reference program for 
reading a leading address of graphics parameters from the 
work list to initiate the execution of graphics drawing 
programs 3-2-1, 3-2-2, 3-2-3. 
0065. In this embodiment, the programs 3-1,3-2-1,3-2-2, 
3-2-3 are defined in the local memory; alternatively they 
may be defined in the system memory 10. 
0.066 The two-port microprocessor 1 stores an address of 
the work list in the R0 register 1101-1, and is usable as an 
address register when making a reference to the work list. 
The R1 register 1101-2 stores a program address. The R2 
register 1101-3 is usable as an address register when reading 
the graphics parameters. 
0067. The graphics drawing method of the two-port 
microprocessor will now be described with reference to 
FIG 5. 

0068 50 designates a flowchart showing the procedure 
for the CPU to cause the two-port microprocessor to start 
graphics drawing processing. 
0069 Firstly, the CPU creates a work list and graphics 
parameters in the memory (50-1). The CPU then writes a 
leading address of the work list reference program in the R1 
register (program counter) of the two-port microprocessor 
(50-2). Thereafter, the CPU writes “1” in the operation 
control bit in the R0 register (control register) of the two 
port microprocessor, and also writes a leading address of the 
work list in the work list address field of the R0 register 
(50-3). The work by the CPU has thus been completed 
(50-4). Since the graphics drawing processing after this is 
assigned to the two-port microprocessor, the CPU can 
perform another processing during that time. 
0070 The two-port microprocessor starts its operation 
when the operation control bit of the R0 register becomes 
“1”. 

0071. In FIG. 5, reference numeral 60 designates a 
flowchart showing the work of the two-port microprocessor. 
The two-port microprocessor executes the work list refer 
ence program as the R1 register is Set at the Step 50-2. 
Firstly, the two-port microprocessor reads data, with the 
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work list address field of the R0 register being regarded as 
a memory address, and writes the data in the R2 register 
(60-1). In addition, the two-port microprocessor adds “1” to 
the value of the work list address of the R0 register. Then the 
two-port microprocessor compares the content of the R2 
register and the list end value meaning the end of the work 
list (60-2). If they are equal, the two-port microprocessor 
rewrites the operation control bit of the R0 register to “0” 
(60-3-b) and thus assumes an inoperative condition (60-6). 
Otherwise, if they are not equal, the two-port microproces 
Sor reads data, with the work list address field of the RO 
register being regarded as a memory address, and writes the 
data in the R1 register (60-3-a). At the same time, “1” is 
added to the value of the work list address of the R0 register. 
According to the value of the R1 register rewritten at the Step 
60-3-a, the process of the two-port microprocessor is 
assigned to any of the graphics drawing programs of the 
steps 60-4-a, 60-4-b, 60-4-c. With each of these programs, 
it is possible to read the parameters from a memory with the 
R2 register being used as an address register. Upon comple 
tion of the drawing program, the R1 register is rewritten to 
a leading address of the work list reference program (60-5), 
returning to the process of step 60-1. The two-port micro 
processor executes the above processing until the list end is 
detected from the work list. 

0072 The interior of two-port microprocessor will now 
be described with reference to FIG. 6. 1101 designates an 
instruction fetch unit for fetching a microinstruction. The 
instruction fetch is unit 1101 has a built-in cache memory, 
and fetches the instruction from an external memory if there 
exists no instruction corresponding to the cache memory. 
0073 1102 designates a decoder for decoding a instruc 
tion code given from the instruction fetch unit 1101 to 
control arithmetic operation. 
0074 1103 designates an arithmetic or operation unit 
which is composed of registers and an operation part and 
which executes an arithmetic and logic operation. 
0075) 1104 designates a memory access managing unit 
for processing a memory access request generated in the 
two-port microprocessor and also an interruption of the CPU 
8. 

0076) 102 designates a port 1 through which an access 
response from the CPU 8 and an access to the system 
memory 10 are performed. 
0077 103 designates a port 2 through which accesses to 
the local memory 3 and the frame memory 4 are performed. 
0078 1105 designates a bus Switch for performing a 
selective bus connection between the operation unit 1103 
and the port 1 (102) and between the operation unit 1103 and 
the port 2 (103). 
0079. Following is a detailed description of the individual 
units. 

0080. The instruction fetch unit 1101 is composed of a 
cache control part 1101-1, an instruction fetch control part 
1101-2, and an instruction buffer 1101-3. The pivot of the 
operation control of the instruction fetch unit 1101 is the 
instruction fetch control part 1101-2, which makes a deci 
Sion on whether an instruction fetch should be executed or 
not, depending on the State of the operation control bit of the 
R0 register 1103-1 in the operation unit 1103. If the opera 
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tion control bit is “0”, the instruction fetch will not be 
executed; if the instruction fetch is “1”, the instruction fetch 
will be executed. 

0081. The instruction fetch control part 1101-2 issues a 
fetch request to the cache control part 1101-1. The cache 
control part 1101-1 retrieves a cache memory in the cache 
control part 1101-1, with the R1 register 1103-2 in the 
arithmetic unit 1103 serving as a program address. If there 
exists an instruction in the cache memory, the cache control 
part 1101-1 returns a response signal to the instruction fetch 
control part 1101-2, along with the instruction code. The 
instruction fetch control part 1101-2 stores the instruction in 
the instruction buffer 1101-3 and makes an increment of the 
program address of the R1 register 1103-2 in the operation 
unit 1103. If there exists no instruction in the cache memory, 
the cache control part 1101-1 issues an instruction fetch 
request to the memory acceSS managing unit 1104. 
0082 The decoder 1102 decodes an instruction given 
from the instruction fetch unit 1101, controls the reading and 
writing of the registers in the operation unit 1103, and also 
controls the operations therein. Further, in the case of a load 
or store (hereinafter called “load/store”) instruction, the 
decoder 1102 gives an load/store Signal and a port number 
to the memory acceSS managing unit 1104. In the case of a 
load instruction, it gives to the memory acceSS managing 
unit 1104 the number (load register number) of a register in 
which loaded data are to be written. The procedure discussed 
here is represented by reference character A in FIG. 6. The 
port number is a Signal for designating whether a memory to 
access should be on the port 1 (102) or the port 2 (103). 
0.083. The port designating method will now be described 
with reference to FIGS. 7 and 8. 

0084 FIG. 7 shows a port number designating circuit 
1102-1 in the decoder 1102. As the port number designating 
circuit 1102-1 decodes a load/Store instruction, a Selection 
circuit 1102-1-a Selects a value of one register designated 
from n number of registers in the operation unit 1103 by an 
address register number, and inputs the Selected register 
value to a comparator 1102-1-b. To another input of the 
comparator 1102-1-d, comparison data 1102-1-care inputted 
to be compared with the value according to a condition bit 
1102-1-b, and the result of the comparison is out-putted as 
a port number. The comparison data 1102-1-c correspond to 
an border address between the System memory Space 20 and 
the local memory Space 40 of the two-port microprocessor 
of FIG.2, while the condition bit 1102-1-b makes a decision 
as to which side of the border address the system memory 
should be allocated to. 

0085. The relation between the condition bit 1102-1-b 
and the port number designating method is shown in a table 
of FIG.8. If the condition bit is “0”, the port 1 is designated 
when the data of the address register are equal to or larger 
than the comparison data, and otherwise the port 2 is 
designated. Reversely, if the condition bit is “1”, the port 2 
is designated when the data of the address register are equal 
to or larger than the comparison data, and otherwise the port 
1 is designated. Either the comparison data or the condition 
bit is optionally settable so that the memory map of the 
memory Space accessible by the two-port microprocessor 
can be optionally determined. 
0086) Returning to FIG. 6, when the decoder 1102 
requests the memory access managing unit 1104 for load/ 
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Store, a wait signal (D) is returned if its port is in use or 
reserved. Thus the instruction fetch unit 1101 and the 
decoder 1102 enter a wait status. AS the load/store request is 
accepted, the decoder 1102 decodes a Succeeding instruc 
tion. 

0087. In the case of a load instruction, as data are read 
from the memory, the memory access managing unit 1104 
gives the decoder 1102 a wait signal (D), a register forced 
write Signal and its register number. At that time the decoder 
1102 holds the execution of an instruction in decodes so that 
the data read from the memory are written in the register 
with priority over the others. This circuit is shown in FIG. 
9. 

0088. In FIG.9, the reading and writing of the register by 
instructions are executed by an instruction decoding circuit 
1102-2 which gives register numbers to control circuits 
1102-3, 1102-4, 1102-5, 1102-6, 1102-7. Upon receipt of a 
register forced acceSS Signal and a wait Signal from the 
memory access managing unit 1104, the instruction decod 
ing circuit 1102-2 Stops executing the instruction, and a 
register read control circuit 4 (1102-6) or a resister write 
control circuit 1102-7 executes reading from or writing in a 
register designated by the forced access register number. 
0089. Until data are written from a memory to a register 
after a load instruction is accepted by the memory access 
managing unit, there is the possibility that the register is 
used according to the execution of a Subsequent instruction. 
In this case, the execution of Such instruction must be waited 
until data are loaded from the memory into the register. To 
this end, the decoder 1102 gives a read register number to the 
memory access managing unit 1104 earlier than executing 
the instruction, for comparison with a load register number. 
If the two values agree with each other, a wait signal (D) is 
returned to wait executing the instruction. 
0090 The operation unit 1103 will now be described with 
reference to FIG. 6 again. 
0091. As discussed above, the R0 register 1103-1 and the 
R1 register 1103-2 among n number of registers are for 
dedicated use, and the R2 register to Rn-1 register are 
general registers 1103-3. A barrel shifter 1103-4 combines 
two sets of 32-bit data to provide 64-bit data, and selects 
32-bit data therefrom while shifting the 64-bit data a number 
of bits which is designated by the 6-bit shift number. A 
three-operand logic unit (three-operand LU) 1103-5 per 
forms 256 kinds of logical operations between three input 
data. An arithmetic and logic unit (ALU) 1103-6 performs 
arithmetic and logic operations between two input data. 
Internal buses include four buses (R3B, R2B, R1B, ROB) for 
reading and a single bus (WB) for writing, among these 
internal buses, the bus R1B is used to provide the shift 
number of the barrel shifter 1103-4 and to designate the 
operation mode of the three-operand LU 1103-5. When 
executing a store instruction, the buS R2B is used for address 
transfer, and the bus R3B is used for data transfer. When 
executing a load instruction, the buS R2B is used for address 
transfer, and the bus WB is used for data transfer. 

0092. Now the memory access managing unit 1104 will 
be described with reference to FIG. 10. 

0093. In connection with a load/store managing circuit 
1104-2, 1104-2-a means a 3-bit status register 1 which 
indicates the State of execution with the port 1; F1, an 
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instruction fetch; L1, load; and S1, store. If “1” is set at any 
bit in the register 1, it means that the port 1 is in operation 
or working associated with the bit of “1”. 1104-2-b desig 
nates a register for Storing the number of a register in which 
data are to be written by executing a load instruction. 
0094. Likewise, for the port 2, the load/store managing 
circuit 1104-2 includes a status register 2 (1104-2-c) and a 
load register number register 2 (1104-2-d). But the status 
register 2 (1104-2-c) is a 4-bit register and has, in addition 
to bits F2, L2, S2, a bit I that means under execution of 
interface. 

0.095 When a load/store request and a port number are 
given from the decoder 1102, the load/Store managing 
circuit 1104-2 checks the status registers 1104-2-a, 1104-2-c 
for the designated port, and if the port is in operation, the 
managing circuit 1104-2 immediately gives to an OR circuit 
1104-5 a signal indicating that the port is in use. As a result, 
a wait Signal is outputted to wait executing a load/Store 
instruction that is about to be executed. In every bit of the 
status registers 1104-2-a, 1104-2-c is “0”, the bit of a load or 
a Store is set to “1”. Further, in the case of a load request, a 
load register number outputted from decoder is written in the 
load register number registers 1104-2-b, 1104-2-d of the 
designated port. 

0096. The load/store managing circuit 1104-2 requests a 
load or Store operation to the designated port, and outputs a 
control Signal for writing an address in an address buffer in 
the port. In the case of store, it also outputs a control signal 
for writing data in a data buffer in the port. 
0097. A memory access occurs not only in the case of a 
load/Store instruction, but when a mishit of an instruction 
cache is happened. The instruction fetch unit outputs an 
instruction fetch request and a port number. The load/store 
managing circuit 1104-2 checks the status registers 1104-2- 
a, 1104-2-C of the designated port. If the port is not in use, 
the load/store managing circuit 1104-2 gives to the instruc 
tion fetch unit a signal to read a program address, and writes 
the program address in an address buffer in the port. 
0.098 When an acknowledge is returned from the desig 
nated port, the load/Store managing circuit 1104-2 clearS or 
resets the store bit S1 or S2 of the status registers 1104-2-a, 
1104-2-c of the port to “0” in the case of a store instruction. 
In the case of a load instruction, the load/store managing 
circuit 1104-2 instructs the register forced access circuit 
1104-3 to perform such processing, and clears the load bit 
L1 or L2 of the status registers 1104-2-a, 1104-2-c of the 
designated port to “0”. 

0099. The load/store managing circuit 1104-2 is also 
operable at the time of local bus access by the CPU. Upon 
receipt of a bus interface request from the port 1, the port 2 
will be unused, whereupon the managing circuit 1104-2 Sets 
the bit I of the status register 2 (1104-2-c) and returns a bus 
interface ready to the port 1. When the bus interface request 
is canceled upon termination of using the local bus by the 
CPU, the managing circuit 1104-2 clears the interface bit I 
of the status register 1104-2-c. 
0100 1104-3 designates a register forced access circuit. 
After data have been written from the memory to the data 
buffer in the port by the execution of the load instruction, the 
register forced access circuit 1104-3 accepts a load register 
request and a load register number from the load/store 
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managing circuit 1104-2 and causes the decoder 1102 to 
execute a forced register writing. At that time the register 
forced access circuit 1104-3 also controls the reading of the 
data buffer in the port. 
0101 The register forced access circuit 1104-3 is also 
operable when the CPU has accesses to the register in the 
two-port microprocessor. Upon accept of the register write 
or read signal and the register number from the CPU, the 
register forced access circuit 1104-3 causes the decoder 1102 
to execute a forced register writing or reading. At that time 
the register forced access circuit also controls the writing 
and reading of a data buffer 1202-1 which temporarily stores 
reading data to or writing data from the CPU in the port 1. 
0102) 1104-4 designates a bus Switch control circuit for 
performing a bus connection control for data transfer 
between the operation unit and each of the ports during the 
load/Store executing. 
0.103 1104-1 designates a register read inhibition circuit 
for accepting from the decoder 1102, before is execution of 
the Succeeding instruction, the register number to be read, 
and compares the register number with the load register 
number held by the load/store managing circuit 1104-2. 
Because there are four read buses in the operation unit 1103, 
the register read inhibition circuit 1104-4 compares at most 
four read register numbers and the load resister number. If 
there is an agreement in number, the register read inhibition 
circuit 1104-4 prohibits executing the instruction that is 
about to be executed. 

0.104) The port 1 (102) will now be described with 
reference to FIG. 6 again. 
0105 The port 1 (102) is composed of a memory access 
unit 1201, a CPU response unit 1202, an address latch 1203, 
a data latch 1204, and terminals 1205. 
0106 Upon receipt of a load/store instruction (G-1) from 
the memory access managing unit 1104, the memory access 
unit 1201 executes accessing to the system memory 10. In 
order to hold the address and Store data given from the 
operation unit 1103, the memory access unit 1201 has an 
address buffer 1 (1201-1) and a W data buffer 1 (1201-2). 
The memory access unit 1201 has also an R data buffer 1 
(1201-3) for holding the data read from the system memory 
10. 

0107 The memory access unit 1201 acquires the right of 
use of the System buS 9 before accessing a memory. Upon 
receipt of a response from the System memory 10 after 
having Started accessing with the right of use of the System 
bus 9, the memory access unit 1201 returns an acknowledge 
(G-2) to the memory access managing unit 1104. In the case 
of load, the R data buffer 1 (1201-3) is read (G-3) by the 
memory access managing unit 1104. 
0108). The CPU response unit 1202 is operable when the 
CPU 8 accesses the registers 1103-1 to 1103-3 in the 
two-port microprocessor and also when the CPU 8 accesses 
the local memory 3 or the frame memory 4. 
0109. In the case of access to the registers, the CPU 
response unit 1202 outputs a register acceSS Signal and a 
register number (H-1) to the memory access managing unit 
1104. In the case of writing in the registers, the memory 
acceSS managing unit 1104 causes the instruction fetch unit 
1101 and the decoder 1102 to wait operating, and reads 
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(H-2) the data of the CPU data buffer 1202-1 to the bus MRB 
to perform forced writing to the designated register. In the 
case of reading the register, the memory acceSS managing 
unit 1104 causes also the instruction fetch unit 1101 and the 
decoder 1102 to wait operating, and forcedly reads the 
register to perform writing (H-3) to the CPU data buffer 
1202-1. The CPU response unit 1202 writes the data in a 
latch 1204 and returns an acknowledge to the CPU, thus 
causing the CPU to perform data reading. 
0110. When the CPU accesses the local memory 3 or the 
frame memory 4, the CPU response unit 1202 outputs a bus 
interface request (I-1) to the memory access managing unit 
1104. When the local bus 2 will be free in the next memory 
cycle, the memory acceSS managing unit 1104 returns a bus 
interface ready (I-2) to the CPU response unit. The CPU 
response unit 1202 outputs a load or Store Signal to a 
memory access unit 1301 and transfers an address from a 
latch 1203 in the port 1 (102) to a latch 1302 in the port 2 
(103). In the case of store, the CPU response unit 1202 
transfers data from the latch 1204 in the port 1 (102) to a 
latch 1303 in the port 2 (103). Accessing to the local memory 
3 or the frame memory 4 is executed by the memory acceSS 
unit 2 (1301). In the case of store, when the memory 
accessing is started, the CPU response unit 1202 returns an 
acknowledge to the CPU 8 to terminate the bus cycle of the 
CPU 8. In the case of load, after completion of the memory 
accessing, the CPU response unit 1202 transfers to the latch 
1204 in the port 1 (102) the data read in the latch 1303, and 
returns an acknowledge to the CPU 8, thus causing the CPU 
8 to read the data from the system bus 9. 
0111 Now, the port 2 (103) will be described. 
0112 The port 2 (103) is composed of a memory access 
unit 2 (1301), an address latch 1302, a data latch 1303, and 
terminals 1304. 

0113. Upon receipt of requests from the memory access 
managing unit 1104 or the CPU response unit 1202, the 
memory access unit 2 (1301) executes accessing to the local 
memory 3 or the frame memory 4. In order to hold the 
address and store data given from the operation unit 1103, 
the memory access unit 2 (1301) has an address buffer 2 
(1301-1) and a W data buffer 2 (1301-2). Further, in order to 
hold the data read from the local memory 3 or the frame 
memory 4, the memory access unit 2 (1301) has also an R 
data buffer 2 (1301-3). The local bus 2 is a synchronous bus 
which uses a clock of Sextuple the internal clock for a single 
memory cycle. 
0114. The simultaneous access to two memories of the 
two-port microprocessor will now be described with refer 
ence to FIG. 11. 

0115 Assume that an instruction n fetched from an 
instruction chache with an internal clock k is a load instruc 
tion, with the port 1 designated, as the result that the 
instruction is decoded. The memory access managing unit 
checks the operation State of the port 1 and, if discriminated 
that the port 1 is free, outputs a load 1 (designated by 1 in 
FIG. 11) to the memory unit 1. Further, the operation unit 
reads onto the bus the content of the register designated by 
the address register, and the memory acceSS managing unit 
connects the bus switch to write (2) in the address buffer 1 
an address on the bus. 

0116. The memory access unit 1 makes a request for 
acquiring the System bus, causes the address buffer 1 to 
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output the memory address to the System bus, when a right 
to use the bus is given as indicated by an arrow 3, to execute 
a reading access to the System memory. When a response is 
returned from the System memory, the memory access unit 
1 returns an acknowledge 1 (4) to the memory access 
managing unit. The memory acceSS unit 1 also reads data 
from the system bus to an R data buffer 1, as indicated by 
an arrow 5. Upon receipt of the acknowledge 1 (4), the 
memory acceSS managing unit performs a forced writing 
over the register in the operation unit to cancel (6) the load 
1. 

0117. Also assume that an instruction n+1 fetched with an 
internal clock k+1 is a load instruction. The memory access 
managing unit checks the operation State of the port 2, and 
outputs a load 2 (11) to the memory access unit 2. Further, 
the operation unit reads in the bus the content of the register 
designated by the address register, and the memory access 
managing unit writes (12) it in the address buffer of the 
memory acceSS unit 2. The memory acceSS unit 2 outputs 
(13) the memory address in the memory cycle starting at a 
clock k+7, and reads (15) the data in the R data buffer 2 at 
a clock k+11. The memory access managing unit reads the 
R data buffer 2 in response to an acknowledge 2 (14) of 
clock k+10, and performs forced writing on the register in 
the operation unit. 
0118 Accordingly, in the two-port microprocessor, Since 
the memory access managing unit manages the operation 
States of the two ports and has the function of performing 
register forced writing of the data read from the memory, 
memory accesses simultaneously using two ports can be 
achieved. 

0119) The register access in the two-port microprocessor 
by the CPU will now be described. 
0120 FIG. 12 is a timing diagram showing the manner in 
which the CPU reads the content of the R0 register in the 
two-port microprocessor, modifies it and writes it back in the 
R0 register. When an external decoder 12 receives a register 
read request from the CPU, the CPU response unit outputs 
a CPU register read signal (1 in FIG. 12) and a register 
number to the memory access managing unit. Immediately 
in response to this, the memory access managing unit causes 
the instruction fetch unit and the decoder to wait operating 
(an instruction j+1 is caused to wait in FIG. 12), forcedly 
reads the R0 register in the operation unit, and writes (2) the 
data in the CPU data buffer. The CPU response unit outputs 
the data of the CPU data buffer to the system bus and returns 
a response to the CPU. The CPU modifies the read data and 
Subsequently starts a writing cycle. 

0121 Upon receipt of a register write request from the 
CPU, the CPU response unit reads (11) the data on the 
system bus into the CPU data buffer, and outputs (12) a CPU 
register write signal and a register number to the memory 
access managing unit. The memory acceSS managing unit 
immediately causes the instruction fetch unit and the 
decoder to wait operating (an instruction k+1 is caused to 
wait in FIG. 12), and performs a forced writing (13) in the 
R0 register in the operation unit. 

0.122 AS is apparent from the execution stages of a 
microinstruction shown in FIG. 12, forced reading (2) is 
executed in a cycle Subsequent to the cycle in which the 
CPU register read signal (1) is given, and forced reading 
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(13) is executed in a cycle next to the cycle Subsequent to the 
cycle in which the CPU register write signal (12) is given. 
0123 The accessing to the local memory and the frame 
memory by the CPU will now be described. 
0.124 FIG. 13 is a timing diagram showing the manner in 
which the CPU makes a read access to the local memory. 
When a local memory access request from the CPU is 
received by the external decoder, the CPU response unit 
outputs a bus interface request (1) to the memory access 
managing unit. 
0.125 The memory access managing unit checks the 
operation State of the port 2. As an acknowledge 2 (2) is 
returned from the memory acceSS unit 2 at a clock k+4 and 
as the Status register of the port 2 in the memory acceSS 
managing unit is cleared, the memory acceSS managing unit 
receives a bus interface request, Sets the bit I of the Status 
register and returns (3) a bus interface ready to the CPU 
response unit. The CPU response unit cancels (4) the bus 
interface request, transferS to an address latch in the port 2 
the memory address read in an address latch in the port 1, 
and issues a load request to the memory access unit 2. The 
memory access unit 2 reads the data from the local memory 
and returns (6) an acknowledge to the CPU response unit. 
The CPU response unit transfers to a data latch in the port 
I the data read in a data latch in the port 2 and outputs (7) 
it onto the System bus. Upon receipt of the response from the 
port 1, the CPU reads the data on the system bus. 
0.126 The read/modify/write instruction of the two-port 
microprocessor will now be described. 
0127. This instruction is an instruction for performing an 
operation over the data read from the memory and for 
Writing the result of the operation back to the original 
memory address at two successive memory cycles. FIG. 14 
shows the Signal transfer between the units during the read 
cycle of the read/modify/write instruction. FIG. 15 shows 
the Signal transfer between the units during the Subsequent 
modify/write cycle. FIG. 16 is a timing diagram showing 
the operations of the various parts of FIGS. 14 and 15. FIG. 
17 shows the concept of the microprocessor of this invention 
using a modify buffer. 

0128 First of all, the read cycle will be described with 
reference to FIGS. 14 and 16. 

0129. Having decoded the read/modify/write instruction 
(1 in FIGS. 14 and 16) fetched with the internal clock k, the 
instruction decoder 1102 immediately returns a wait Signal 
(2) to the instruction fetch unit. This signal continues being 
outputted to the operation unit until the modify instruction is 
executed. The instruction decoder causes the instruction 
fetch unit to output the content of R1 register as the memory 
address onto the bus R2B, and gives (3) a load request, a 
Store request and a port number to the memory acceSS 
managing unit. Further, the instruction decoder causes the 
operation unit to output the content of RS register onto the 
bus R3B to fetch (4) the data into the modify buffer 1102-9 
in the instruction decoder. Meanwhile, upon receipt of a 
load/Store request, the memory access managing unit Sets to 
“1” both a load bit and a store bit of the status register in the 
designated port, outputs a load signal (7), controls (5) the 
bus switch to write (6) the memory address in the address 
buffer. The designated port latches (8) the memory address 
in the address buffer, outputs (9) it to the memory, and starts 
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the read cycle. When data are read from the memory, the port 
latches (10) it, transfers (11) it to the R data buffer, and 
returns an acknowledge (12) to the memory access manag 
ing unit. The memory access managing unit gives (13) a 
forced write Signal to the instruction decoder, controls the 
bus switch to write (14) in Rd register the data read from the 
R data buffer. 

0.130. The Subsequent processes will now be described 
with reference to FIGS. 15 and 16. 

0131 The memory access managing unit resets the load 
bit of the status register to “0”, and gives (15 in FIGS. 15 
and 16) a store signal to the port. The port latches (16) a 
memory address in the address buffer and outputs (17) it to 
the memory to Start the write cycle. 
0132) The instruction decoder cancels (18) the wait signal 
to the instruction fetch unit, and causes the operation unit to 
execute (19) the modify/buffer instruction. This example 
presents an instruction for performing an operation in the 
ALU or the contents of the Rd register and the Rr register 
and for Storing the result of the operation in the Rq register. 
0133) The memory access managing unit controls (20) 
the bus Switch at the timing at which the ALU outputs the 
result of the operation, So as to write (21) the data on the bus 
WB into the W data buffer in the port. 
0134) The port latches (22) the data in the W data buffer 
and outputs (23) the data to the memory. Further, the port 
returns an acknowledge (24) to the memory access manag 
ing unit and clears the Store bit of the Status register to AS 
shown in the block diagram of FIG. 17, independently of the 
ordinary instruction buffer for holding the instruction of a 
program, a modify buffer may be provided for holding a 
Sub-instruction preset in any one of the registers. If the 
execution of the Sub-instruction is needed as a result of 
decoding an instruction in the instruction buffer, an instruc 
tion in the modify buffer may be immediately decoded 
corresponding to the result of the instruction decoding of the 
instruction buffer, so that the result of modification of the 
data read in the read cycle can be in time for the next write 
cycle, as is apparent from the timing diagram of FIG. 16. 
Further, the instruction to be fetched in the modify buffer is 
readable from an optional one of the registers R2 through 
Rn-1. In FIG. 17, the modify buffer is illustrated as an 
independent block from the block of the decoder for clarity 
of the concept. 
0.135 The rectangular transfer method from the system 
memory to the frame memory will now be described with 
reference to FIG. 18. 10-1 represents the system memory 10 
in an X-Y coordinate space. A source memory width MWS 
means the width of the X-Y coordinate space 10-1 of the 
system memory that is a source of the transfer. ORGS 
represents the origin of the X-Y coordinate space 10-1, and 
its value is a bit address on the system memory 10. At the 
Source rectangular field 10-2, Xss and Yss represent X 
coordinate and Y coordinate, respectively, of the transfer 
Start position; and Xse and Yse represent X coordinate and 
Y coordinate, respectively, of the transfer end position. 
0.136 4-1 represents the frame memory 4 in the form of 
an X-Y coordinate Space. A destination memory width 
MWD means the width of the X-Y coordinate space 4-1 of 
the frame memory that is a destination of the transfer. 
ORGD represents the origin of the X-Y coordinate space 
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4-1, and its value is a bit address on the frame memory 4. At 
the destination rectangular field 4-2, Xds and Yds represent 
X coordinate and Y coordinate, respectively, of the transfer 
Start position. 
0.137 Firstly, as indicated by 50 in FIG. 18, the CPU 8 
generates in the System memory 10 a work list composed of 
a leading address of a graphics transfer program and a 
leading address of graphics parameters. The CPU 8 also 
generates parameters needed to graphics transfer at Succes 
Sive addresses following to the parameters leading address 
in the work list. 

0138. Then, having been activated (60) by the CPU 8, the 
two-port microprocessor 1 reads from the work list the 
leading address of a program to be executed and thereby 
fetches (70) from the local memory 3 a graphics transfer 
program. The Source address of rectangular field is calcu 
lated from the coordinate values read from the System 
memory 10, ORGS and the source memory width (80). 
Likewise, the destination address of rectangular field is 
calculated from the coordinate values read from the frame 
memory 4, ORGD and the destination transfer memory 
width (80). 
0.139. In order to perform a data transfer, with a logical 
operation, between data of a Source rectangular field and 
data of a destination rectangular field, a data operation is 
executed, by utilizing the read/modify/write instruction dis 
cussed in connection with FIGS. 14 through 16, between 
the source data (90-1) read from the system memory 10 and 
the destination data (90-2) in the frame memory 4. The result 
of this logical operation is written (90-3) in the destination 
address. By executing the address calculation and the data 
operation over the rectangular fields between which the data 
are to be transferred, a high-speed transfer of the rectangular 
field data from the system memory 10 to the frame memory 
4 can be achieved. 

0140. The general construction of the operation unit is 
discussed above in connection with FIG. 6. FIG. 19 shows 
the detailed construction of the operation unit to be used for 
this data transfer of rectangular field. The operation unit 
comprises a register for Storing the number of words 
(memory width) in X direction of a bit-map memory, 
registers (a Source address register, a pattern address register, 
and a destination address register) for storing word 
addresses of three rectangular fields (a Source field, a pattern 
field, and a destination field) defined on the bit map memory, 
a Source shift number register for Storing a difference in bit 
position between the Source field and the destination field, a 
pattern shift number register for Storing a difference in bit 
position between the pattern field and the destination field, 
a barrel shifter for shifting Source databased on the Source 
shift number register or shifting pattern data based on the 
pattern shift number register, a three-operand logic unit 
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(three-operand LU) for performing a logical operation of the 
shifted Source data, pattern data and destination data, a mask 
means for designating a writing inhibition field at opposite 
ends of the destination field, and a composer circuit for 
composing the operational result and the destination data 
based on the mask means. 

0.141. According to this invention, partly since two sets of 
buses of the two-port microprocessor are usable for instruc 
tion fetch and data access, and partly since continuous 
memory accessing is possible, the memory accessing effi 
ciency is improved. In the case of a graphics processing 
apparatus in particular, it is possible to transfer the graphics 
data between the System memory and the frame memory at 
high Speed. Further, a read/modify/write process frequently 
used in graphics processing can be executed with no free or 
empty cycle between the read cycle and the write cycle, 
improving the performance of a graphics processing appa 
ratuS. 

0142. Although the preferred embodiments of this inven 
tion have been described here, it should be understood that 
various other modifications to and alternative arrangements 
of the elements of the illustrated embodiments may be 
Suggested by those versed in the art as they reasonably and 
properly come within the Spirit and Scope of the invention. 
For example, the microprocessor using a modify buffer 
should by no means be limited to the two-port processor, but 
may be a conventional one-port processor. Further, although 
the graphics processing apparatus is illustrated here in the 
foregoing embodiments, this invention may be used in a 
dedicated purpose processor for Special processes, e.g. 
printer control or communication control, which should be 
accompanied by data transfer between Separate buses. 
What is claimed is: 

1. A graphics processing System comprising: 
a CPU; 
a first memory which Stores graphics data and a program 

to be executed by said CPU; 
a Second memory which Stores graphics data; and 
a processor having a first terminal for outputting an 

address for reading at least one graphics data Stored in 
Said first memory based on a first clock signal and a 
Second terminal for outputting an address for writing 
graphics data to Said Second memory based on a Second 
clock signal, Said processor generates graphics data 
from Said read graphics data, and Said first and Second 
clock signals are different from each other, 

wherein Said first memory is separate from Said Second 
memory. 


